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When Ann came home from a hard day at work last
Thursday, she headed for the bedroom to change into
something a little more comfortable. When she greeted
Mel, she assumed the glazed look in his eyes and the big,
silly grin on his face was the result of too many Pork &
Beans for lunch.
As is her habit, she pulled out the top drawer of her
dresser to get some fresh socks to slip on her aching feet.
What she saw when she looked down was not yet another
mis-matched pair of socks as a result of Mel's laundering
ability, but a large chunk of wood and highly polished
metal. Her mind reeled for a fraction of a second as she
tried to figure out what this was doing in her dresser drawer.
Closer examination revealed a big surprise. It was an
award. An award which came in the mail earlier that day.
The award, which Mel had hidden in the drawer, was from
Lakeland Florida. And beautifully engraved in the polished
metal were the words "Best All-Metal AirplaneEAA Sun N' Fun 1994".
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When the Asberry's flew their RV-6 down to Lakeland,
they were just hoping to spend a little time in the sun and
see what the other folks were buildi!1g. I don't think either
expected their RV-6 to be judged Best All-Metal Airplane
of the entire show. There were well over 100 RV's at
Lakeland this year, not to mention all the other types of
metal airplanes. Yet, the impeccable craftsmanship of the
Asberry RV-6 shone brighter than the rest.
Congratulations Ann and Mel! Ya done good!
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May 7th Fly-in

May Calendar

The May 7th Fly-in will be held at Lakeview Airport.
The Fly-in will start at I0:00 am and run until 2:00 pm.
BFR ground school will be held in the morning starting
at 10:00 am. The afternoon will be open for flying.
Even if you aren't due for your BFR, it never hurts to
brush up on all the important information which will be
covered in this ground school. ~
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May 3: Regular Meeting
Farmers Branch Community Center, 6:30 pm-8 :45 pm

May 7: Fly-in BFR at Lakeview Airport
May I Z: Directors Meetinq
Farmers Branch Community Center, "i:00 pm-8 :45 pm

May 31: Hangar Echoes Assembly

Director's Meeting, 4/14/94
~
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May 3rd Meeting

~

The May meeting will be concerned with the topic of
safety. We will have several films-one of which will
be a video covering everything you need to know in
order to pass your BFR. Dr. Don Christiansen was
instrumental in lining this up, and says it is a very
clear, straight forward presentation of all the important information compressed into about 30 minutes.
We will also have some of our members, who are also
CFI's, cover other aspects of safety which you would
be wise to hear. ~
Beltllne Road
Valwood Pkwv.
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The program for the May 3rd chapter meeting will
be on safety. Suggested format would include a
speaker with two short films.
Authorized funds to pay instructor at the Lakeview
airport BFR fly-in on May 7th.
Faye Troxel (Advertising Manager) reports that all
but three advertisers renewed and three new
replacements were found.
Sam reported that a volunteer for Kerrville flight
line operations was still needed!
Discussion on EAA major achievement award.
Will take nominations at the next board meeting.
Discussed possibility of FAA's (mis)handling of
Bob Hoover's medical.
Discussed possible changes to DFW class B
airspace. Comment period ends 6/7 /94.
"Southwest Sport Aviation Convention" at Alliance
airport on Sept. 23-25 was discussed as to Chapter
168's possible involvement.

~

A membership offer by StarText was presented by
Brownie Seals. The board rejected the offer to
protect the privacy of our mailing list and asked
Brownie to check on an offer based on volunteers.
(Editors Note: I got news for ya, people. If you've ever
ordered a subscription to a magazine, purchased a
car, opened a bank account or joined EAA (national),
your name, address, age, race, median income level,
as well as numerous other bits of information are
readily available to any company or individual in the
United States. The only "protected " people are those
individuals who are homeless, or dead.
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Valley View
635-LBJ

Farmers Branch Community Building Senior Activity Center
2919 Amber Lane. First Tuesday of each month, 6:30 - 8:45 pm.

Hangar Echoes Assembly
The Hangar Echoes assembly will be held May 31st
at the home of Gary Hansen on 2265 Reagan,
Carrollton, TX starting at 7 :00 pm.
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ALener From The President...
Dear Fellow Members,
Our April Meeting program with pilot, and aviation author, Rod Lewin was interesting and well
received. He related his inspiring story of how he overcame severe accident injuries to complete his
pilots license and go on to become a professional pilot. Flying amphibians on Australia's Great
Barrier Reef has to qualify as the "good life" working in Paradise. Rod is another example of what
we can achieve if we put forth our best efforts.
The poor weather and competition with Sun-N-Fun held down the attendance at our April
Fly-in. I still want to express our thanks to Tom Ferraro for hosting the event. I was only able to
attend the event in spirit, as I was enjoying the activities of Lakeland instead.
On Thursday, April 7th, I attended the FM's second "user group" meeting where they
introduced some proposed changes to the DFW Class B airspace (formerly TCA). The proposed
changes are: raise the ceiling from 1OK to 11 K feet; removal of Dallas NAS from the class B
airspace; removing some airspace near Addison from the Class B airspace; and some other changes
down south and west. I saw a few familiar faces in the crowd, which numbered about forty. At this
stage these are proposals. The initial comment period ends on 6/7 /94. Later this summer an
NPRM will be published. Please send in your comments to the FAA. The only way to protect our
privileges are to voice our concerns.
On Saturday, April 23rd, I participated in a planning meeting for the All American Sport
Aviation Fly-In. This event will be held on September 16-18th at Fort Worth Alliance Airport.
The goal is to provide an annual, fun event for all segments of Sport Aviation: antiques; classics;
contemporaries; custom-builts; ultralights; warbirds; and RIC models. There will be fly-bys,
educational forums, and a vendor area. This will not be an aviation entertainment airshow aimed at
the general public. A corporation has been formed, and a number of chairpersons have stepped
forward to plan the various aspects of this event. However, additional help is needed and will be
gladly welcomed. I will field all questions to the best of my ability.
As I mentioned at the April Meeting, and as many of you have read about in Sport Aviation,
the Senate has passed a product liability law (91-8). We need to thank our Texas Senators for
voting for this legislation, and put pressure on our Representatives to vote for it as well. Write or
call these folks, I think many of us have persevered in General and Sport Aviation despite the
expenses and hassles. This is a chance to start reversing these trends. We either speak, or hold our peace.
I would like to thank Vern Williams for stepping forward and volunteering to assist Gery!
Mortensen with our Young Eagles program. In addition, I will be serving as the FLO Chairman
for the Kerrville '94 Fly-in.
As you will note elsewhere, Chapter 168 is again organizing our annual BFR for the May Flyin to be held at Lakeview Airport. The ground school will be held in the morning, with time for
members to fly later in the day.
We will be having a special door prize drawing at the May Meeting. Pete Huff has donated a
ride in his White Lightning to the lucky winner. If you were thinking about passing up the
Meeting, you might want to think again. We'll see you there.
Let's keep building and restoring, so we can keep them, and us, flying.
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Crosswind Landings

your plane do exactly what you intend-every time.
One of the first options out of a cross wind landing is
to find another airport with a runway more aligned to
the wind. (If I had done that I wouldn't have wrecked
BY BROW NIE SEALS
my Luscombe}.
Recently, one of the popular aviation magazines ran
an article on "Cross Wind Landings." That happens to
The geometry of a cross wind landing is depicted
by a triangle. One leg is the wind in MPH, another leg
be one of my pet subjects. My first airplane crash was
is the plane's speed in MPH. Make the planes speed a
the result of a botched cross wind landing. After that
little faster (don't use the flaps) and the angle for
I spent a lot of time learning about, and practicing,
Cross Wind Landings.
. . - - - - - - - - - - - - - . alignment to the runway becomes a
My students got a thorough workout
little smaller. You can only increase
in cross winds. Trying to get some of
lJ
the speed a little and still make a main
them to handle a tailwheel plane in a
gear landing (assuming you are in a
tough cross wind really taught me a
trike) but it works in the helpful
thing or two about what will and will
· °'5I
·
direction. In a tailwheel plane a really
not work.
•
strong cross wind calls for a "wheels"
Fun flying is mostly done in small
landing.
and frequently tailwheel airplanes, thus
Another requirement for handling
s11··p
r1·ua
·
cross winds is to be able to do precision
it is really important that sport flyers
learn to cope with the wind across the
landings. Learn to put your wheels
runway. Even in "land rich" Texas,
down on a line every time. Takes skill
most airports have only one runway. Sooo-there's lots and practice but it will save your bacon one of these
of times when landing must be cross wind. I am surdays. You can practice this on every landing, make it
a game you play with yourself.
prised and disappointed that most of the authors who
Which brings us to another of my pet peeves.
get published never seem to get to some of the really
good ways to cope with a cross wind. Guess it's
The while line down the middle of the runway. It
because so many of them fly heavy stuff and spend
doesn't mean a thing to the plane! If you are flying a
their time preparing airline drivers.
747 I recommend you follow the line, but in a Cessna
Don't do any of these things until you have had
150, don't worry about it. The diagonal across the
some good instruction from some old guy who never
runway is longer than the line down the middle. And
intends to fly anything bigger than a Cessna 172.
if you land diagonally in the direction of the wind you
Preferably one that will make you do it with the little
can take several degrees off the cross wind. Matter of
wheel in back. And be sure you have learned to make
fact, taking into account the strength of the wind, the

''Duane f1ole and
I::urree that the
proper way IS tO

down
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D.E. CHRISTIANSEN, D.O., P.A.
Family Medicine
Aviation Medical Examiner

Office 298-617 4
Ans. Service 521-4111

222 S. Cedar Ridge
Duncanville, Texas 75116

Office Hours By Appointment

FINA

presents:

Jan Collmer
Aerobatics
width of the runway and the ground roll of a C-150
you can frequently reduce the cross wind by 20
degrees or so. BUT you do have to put the wheels
down at the exactly correct spot. (Recall the precision
landings mentioned above) I wouldn't practice this at
a controlled airport-it upsets the tower operators.
One other escape from a crosswind landing is to
land into the wind in the "grass." This is a kind of last
resort and should only be attempted in an area that
you have checked thoroughly for the condition of the
terrain and know to be suitable and clear. FAR's allow
the PIC to take any action necessary to safely and
successfully complete a flight. If you do this one I
recommend that you file a NASA Aviation Safety
Report just to be on record as having recognized the
unusual procedure.
The most frequently argued point about crosswind
landings is "whether you should crab or slip on final
approach." Careful thought about the landing reveals
that you must touch down in a slip. So the question
becomes-can you do a better job of setting up the
exactly correct slip in the second just before touch
down than you can given the time and distance of the
entire final approach? Duane Cole and I agree that the
proper way is to slip down final. This gives time to
adjust for the wind, to set up a stable descent and
assures the plane will be in the proper attitude to
touch down with the upwind wing down and "upwind
wheel" first which assures that the gear is spared most
of the side load. Go up high and practice slipping
until you can do it precisely and comfortably.
Be careful out there. The plane you save may be
your own. To say nothing of the "neck." ~

Pitts S28
Low Level Aero Performance
• Torque Rolls
• Tail Slides
• Snap roll on take off
and final approach

A Real Crowd Pleaser

e
Fl NA

Jan Collmer
14:368 Proton Road
Dallas, TX 75244
(214) 233-1589
Fax (214) 233-0481

Airplanes
Instruments
Engines
Radios

BOBBY'S PLANES 'N PARTS INC.
320 F.M. 1885 E.
WEATHERFORD, TX 76086

BOBBY OSBORN

Aircraft Retrieval
Damaged Aircraft Storage

Stephen Smith

817-682-4220

Used Parts
Buy & Sell Problem Aircraft

(214) 227-1111
(800) 336-6399
FAX (214) 227-6176
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CHAPTER

168

MEMBER

Name: Burdon L. (Dave) Davidson
Born: December 25, 1920
Occupation: Retired (from civilian work and USAF as Lt.
Colonel)

Ratings/licenses: ATP, Flight Engineer, Instructor: SingleMulti-Instrument, Ground Instructor, A&P

Home Airport: Aero Country
Arst Solo: 20 November, 1942, Jones Field, Bonham,
Texas, U.S. Army Air Corps, PT-19
Total Aying Hours: 11,000
Currendy Aying: MA-5 Marquart Charger biplane, (plans
built by Dave). First flown 11 November, 1983 from
Addison. Now has 850 hours on airplane.
Favorite AH-time Aircraft: C-47 (DC-3).
Most Memorable Flight: First solo single engine open cockpit
biplane crossing of the Atlantic Ocean in July of 1991 (and
back August 1991). See 1994 edition "Guinness Book of
Records" under Aviation, Atlantic Crossings (In his MA-5
Marquart Charger).
MIiitary Service: 1942-1966, 50 missions, 750 combat
hours, B-24, S. Pacific 1943-44.
Military Aircraft Flown: PT-19, BT-13, AT-6, P-40,
B-24, C-47, P-51, A-26, C-45, C-54, B-25, B-17, T-33, F86L, B-45, B-29.
Civilian Aircraft Flown: DH-82A, PT-17, C-150, C-172, Cl 75, C-182, C-310, C-177, Piper-140, Twin Comanche,
Arrow, Beech Bonanza, Baron, Skipper, Sierra, L-188
Lockeed Electra, B-727, C-Citation.

Addldonal Information:
On 6 May, 1959 broke the Sound Barrier in an F-86L
straight down from 40,000 feet in afterburner over Hugo,

PROFILE

Oklahoma. In January 1954 while on a flight in a C-47
just south of Edmonton, Canada, after the 2nd engine
failed at 40 below zero. forced landed in a wheat field.
With the help of the Canadian Air Force, changed the
engines and flew it out of the field two weeks later.
In Civilian life has taught hundreds of students from
airline captains to student pilots, both ground school and
flying and not one of his students has ever failed a written, oral, or flight check. Of this he is justly proud.
After 52 years of flying he still looks forward to his
next flight. He says that "If it were not for women and airplanes, life would not be worthwhile," in that order he
emphasized.
His one ambition is to be the first to fly a single
engine open cockpit biplane solo around the world. He
has been working on this project for over 4 years. He has
completed the flight planning for two routes: one across
Siberia, and the other down across Arabia, India,
Singapore, Japan, Alaska and back home, with perhaps a
dog leg to Sydney, Australia. Both he and his airplane
are ready for takeoff, but country clearances across some
countries are extremely difficult to obtain. He says all he
wants is to buy fuel , food and perhaps lodging, (he is
taking a sleeping bag and tent to be used if necessary).
Some countries have zero general aviation and don't
want small airplanes flying around. He doesn't give up
though, and hopes to takeoff l June, 1994. As you probably know he has written a book, "Biplane Adventures
with Dave Davidson," about all his out of country flights
in his biplane. He says that he is a most fortunate person- having done what he wanted to do with his life
since he was 5 years old-and that is to fly. He's still at it
with no end in sight. ~
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TECHNICAL CORNER

,
BELA'S AIRCRAFT
ENG. AND ACCY. SHOP
F.A.A. CERTIFIED REPAIR STATION SG1R479K
2711 BROOKFIELD
DALLAS , TEXAS 75235

B Y STEVE M ARCH AND

There are a few items that we sometimes still get
careless with or, in a rush, forget.
Fuel tank repairs can be very dangerous. All it
takes is one small spark and it can be like a bomb
going off. Something as simple as pulling a vacuum
with a vacuum cleaner can create a spark. There
have been many instances where someone was hurt.
Exercise care!
Hoses which look good can often be deceiving.
The local auto parts hose can, after a short time,
begin to swell on the inside and eventually cause
fuel starvation. Use an aircraft hose, and after 5
years (at the most) replace them. Oil hoses can
become very hard and brittle. We have found a
number of hoses lately that are as many as 20 years
old. They've become so brittle you can't even
straighten them out. The oil hoses should have a
date on them. Some fuel hoses in a wing are
sometimes too much trouble to get to and are
overlooked. The cost of a proper hose is well worth
the additional expense.
All you guys with wood props; be sure to leave
them in a horizontal position. When you remove
your prop, be sure to check the track of the blades,
and don't over-torque the bolts.
Another thing you might want to do is check the
latest AD note that came out in January pertaining
to magnetos. Your previous AD note on the same
subject may have been superceded by the new one.
So, check it out!
We are having a lot of problems on general
aviation aircraft around the airports I am at
concerning the mixture control. I ride with some
people who lean the mixture out soon as they are
airborne, and it is left out all during the flight.
Later, they have valve problems. Off comes the
cylinder resulting in another bill and an unhappy
customer. His excuse is he was only trying to save
fuel, but ruined his cylinder and sometimes more.
The correct mixture was intended to cool the engine
parts. At least get up to the altitude that you need
before leaning the mixture.

BELA AMBRUS
21 4/351 -1 1 72

ENGINE SPECIALIST

LAKEVIEW AIRPORT
Rentals Include J3 Cub and C-150
Lake Dallas ......... 817-497-7496

AVT ENGINEERING CO.
HURST, TEXAS"'"

~

~

RAYMOND MORT, P.E.
Registered Engineer

324 Hillview Drive

Bus. (817) 282-6940
FAX(817)282-6969

Hurst, Texas 76054

©
--

FRED ZIMRING
EAA Legal Advisory Council
Zimring & Langley, P.C.
Offico Alpha

EAA

13140 Coit Rd., Suite 203
Dallas, TX 75240
(214) 437-3700

P.O. Box 3086

EAA Aviation Center
Oshkosh, Wisconsin 54903-3086
(414) 426-4800
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Notes From A
Sun N' Fun Trip
BY SAM COOPER

As some of you know, I was fortunate enough to be able to attend
the Sunn' Fun Fly-in for the fourth year in a row. Five ofus hopped
into a Cessna 310, and made a long weekend out of the visit.
We were scheduled to leave about mid-day on Friday, April
8th. We got lucky and hit a beautiful weather window, with very
nice VFR all the way to Lakeland. Central Florida seems to be
just far enough that we can sometimes get clear weather all the
way between fronts. Anyway, the Asberry's were also watching
the weather and decided to leave a day early. So, we got to have
a little company on the way down.
Coming back on Monday , April I Ith, was a little different.
The nearly stalled front ran from Texas to Ohio, but left us a
corridor along the Gulf Coast and for a ways inland. We had
mostly VFR for about 2/3rds of the trip. That changed to VFR
on Top, which was no problem in an IFR 310. Then, from near
Tyler to the Scurry VOR we were forced to penetrate the front.
That resulted in about 20 minutes of hard IFR with rain and the
occasional hard bump. We punched out the bottom at about 7,000
feet, with a beautiful sunset coming back into Hudson for fill-up.
Other Chapter members coming back later in the week had
more problems, as the weather corridor we had enjoyed disappeared. The 310 is not my idea of a sport aircraft, but it sure does
work as a cross-country machine to get you through the weather.
For those of you who have not tried it, the Fillup Flyer Fuel
Finder service really does work. We had dialed up the service
and located fuel stops right on our way with reasonable prices.
While enroute to our first stop, about halfway, we called up the
Asberry's on air-to-air and found out their intermediate stop was
even cheaper than ours. So, we reset the Loran destination, and
went to Waynesboro instead. We ended up with enroute gas
prices of $1.65 (twice), and $1.80. This helped keep our gas bill
to about $500, which is about a $200 savings over previous trips.
We did manage to catch the Asberry's RV-6 from behind

while enroute to Waynesboro. Mel was using an economy cruise
setting, we were not. I can tell you that a white RV-6 is not easy
to see from behind. We did not have visual contact till we were
about a rriile behind. I am glad we were going the same direction.
One of the things we like to do on the trip is try out some of
the new aviation electronics during the trip. We had borrowed II
Morrow Apollo 920 OPS (handheld with moving map), on this
trip in the back seat. We just hung the antenna on the side window. It kept up with us the whole way , and gave us a nice pictorial representation , similar to a low-level IFR enroute chart, of
where we were going. It even gave us Class B airspace warnings, but only showed the outer ring. All in all, a pretty impressive piece of technology at prices that get better all the time.
Two of us had some interesting conversations with people
building and modifying aircraft engine components. One of the
things that has bothered me about air-cooled aircraft engines has
been the non-existent improvements in fuel delivery, fuel
control, and ignition systems available from Lycoming or
Continental. Homebuilders are continuing to change this
situation however.
One vendor showed a composite air intake system for 4
cylinder Lycomings that improved air flow , and kept the inlets
out of the oil pan to lower the air intake temperature. Another
vendor had a cast aluminum intake manifold for 6 cylinder
Lycomings that did the same thing. It was finding its primary
usage on aerobatic airplanes. I looked for, but did not find,
anyone working with electronic fuel injectors and programmable
fuel computers.
The competition in the electronic ignition systems are seems
to be increasing. One electronic ignition replacing a magneto
was reportedly good for about a 10% improvement in cruise fuel
economy. Dual electronic ignition only giving about 3-4% more
improvement. But, the EGT also drops about 200°F in cruise,
with about a 30°F increase in CHT. The CHT increase can be
eliminated by heat barrier coatings on the piston top and
combustion chamber. The end result for one vendor was that his
cabin heater did not work as well, but he had very nice color on
the exhaust valves. Probably a worthwhile tradeoff in my book.
We had a great time for 2 1/2 days enjoying the Fly-in
"fever" that can set in at these bigger shows. It was obvious that
the show is growing with an enlarged transient aircraft area to
the west leaving more room for the show planes, which they
pretty readily used up. ~
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DFW Class BProposal,
Informal Airspace Meeting

AIRCRAFT SUPPLY COMPANY

BY S UE WHITESELL

The third of three airspace meetings was held at Mesquite
High School on 4/7/94 to review modifications to the DFW
Class B airspace. The meeting was conducted by Greg
Guro, SW regional office, Ft. Worth Tracon Office. Also
present from the FAA was Larry Bucelly and Alvin
Devaine. Alvin and Norm Scroggins of AOPA (also
present) participated in the Ad Hoc Proposal Committee
responsible for the changes.
The reason given for the proposed changes to the DFW
airspace was an increase from 20% to 28% in Regional
turboprop airline traffic at DFW, and a drastic increase in
traffic count by approach control (no numbers given).
The turboprop traffic pattern is a shorter approach and
departure pattern, to maximize passenger jet throughput
and usage of fuel. The turboprops approach at a higher
altitude, and depart under the major jetliners.
l. Lower the floor of the Class B from 5000 ft to 4000 ft
west of DFW from the 32 l deg. radial to 1-20 out to the 23
mile arc. Raise floor from 5000 ft to 6000 ft at 26 mile arc
from 285 to 235 deg. radials.
2. Grand Prairie/Navy Dallas: Raise current floor from
surface to 2000 ft. Raise floor NW of Redbird from 2000 ft
to 3000 ft.
3. Remove floor at south end of Class Bat 25 mi (from
4000ft).
4. Raise entire Class B airspace upper limit to 11,000 ft.
5. Addison: Raise Class B floor from surface to 2000 ft
in an area bounded by Josey, Forest, and 635 to accommodate the south landing traffic pattern.
It was clear that the overall plan included concessions
instead of just grabbing airspace and that they really
weren't going to seriously consider any changes to the
above proposal. They were very interested in charting
ideas generated by these public meetings, however:
~

Show VFR transition routes
~ List appropriate frequencies (approach, towers,
ATIS, etc.)
~ Suggested VFR altitudes
~ High student training areas and/or suggested
training areas
~ Aero Country aerobatic box
The comment period for the proposed changes lasts until
6/7/94. Send your comments (including charting changes)
in triplicate to:
Manager, Air Traffic Division
ASW-500, DOT/FAA
Fort Worth, TX 76193-0500
Subject: DFW Airspace Class B Airspace Plan
~

(214) 637-3598

George Carroll

7204 PARWELK
(ANSON & HINES Near Boy Scout Bldg.)

DALLAS, TEXAS 75235
AN • MS • NAS HARDWARE & ACCESSORIES

RUTHIE'S

]WINDSOCK. CAFEl

Breakfast, Lunch And Daily Specials-Homemade Pies &Cobblers
Hours: Mon-Fri 8-2
AERO COUNTRY
Sat-Sun 8-5
Closed
Tuesday
AIRPORT TX05
214-347-3077

ProSource·"
Wholesale Floorcoverings

Red Marron
3235 Skylane
Suite 125
Carrollton, Texas 75006

(214) 250-4040
Fax (214) 250-6615

illf-V-§
Portable Batteries

Replacement Lighting

Magnetic Media-Tapes

Don H. Webb
1350 East Arapaho, Suite #126
Richardson, Texas 75081
(214) 231-5351
FAX: (214) 231-2269
1-800-776-5267
Elect-A-Van Service, Inc.
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Welcome and Thank You I111111
On behalf of EAA Chapter 168 I'd like to extend a warm
welcome to our new advertisers for the next 12 issues of
Hangar Echoes. The recent additions are; Ruthie's
Windsock Cafe, ProSource Wholesale Floorcoverings, and
Coldwell Banker. I encourage all the members of Chapter
168 to patronize these new advertisers, as they are partially
responsible for keeping us out of the red.
And it goes without saying that we are happy to
have the majority of our advertisers from the past year on
board as well. Thank you for your support of Chapter 168.
And finally, a big thanks goes to Faye Troxel for
her diligent efforts and unending patience in heading-up
the Advertising Department of Hangar Echoes for yet
another year. I for one know that it's no easy job trying to
fill up all the white space on these 12 pages each month.
~

DC-3 Charter to Oshkosh '94
Ride a piece of history to an historic event from Fort Worth
to Oshkosh. For information and tickets call:
1-800-DC3-9058, Bygone Aviation, L.L.C.
~

SPRUCE
SPARS

4130 STEEL
TUBING

CAPSTlllPS

PLYWOOD
Mll•P-6070

STITS
FABRICS

METRIC

ADHESIVES
T-88

FAA APPROVED

FOAM & FIBERGLASS
POLYURElHANE

~

SHEET

COATINGS

HARDWARD
AIRPLANE KITS
KR·l & KR·2

RESINS & CLOTH

ALPHA AVIATION SUPPLY

•

Co. [,i

~ ~ P.O. BOX 8641 • GREENVIUE, TEXAS 75404-8641

i\

' . ' '

Phone: 903/S27-3817

AEROMILLER
Bruce Miller, Flight Instructor
Airplane, Glider, or Taildragger
Box 547, Prosper, TX 75078
(214) 346-2831

Confederate A~r Force Open
House at Lancaster, Texas
On June 11-12 the DFW Wing of the Confederate Air
Force will have an open house at Lancaster, Texas. Contact
Mardie Wiesner for more info. at (214) 987-0019.

LONE STAR
PILOT SHOP

~

ADDISON AIRPORT

Texas Chapter Antique Fly-in
On June l 7- I9th, Denton Municipal Airport will be the
site of the 31st Annual Texas Chapter Antique Airplane
Fly-in. It promises to have a huge number of aircraft as
well as many other activities during the three day event.
For more info. contact Danny Doyle at (214) 542-2455.

LARRY & EARLETTE SHULTS
4574 CLAIRE CHENNAULT, DALLAS, TX 75248
214/250-6781
FAX 214/407-9383

~

(214) 840-1400 BUSINESS
(214) 864-0346 FAX
(214) 494-4153 RESIDENCE

Bill WISLEY
Sales Associate

COLDWELL BANKER
APEX, REALTORS""
3001 S. FIFTH
GARLAND. TX 750~ 1

AERO COUMTRY ESTATES WEST
Airport Residential Lots and Hanger sites.
Restricted
Municipal Water
contact John Austin-1-347-2030

TEXAS' GREATEST SPORT AIRPORT
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Submitting Articles
to Hangar Echoes
The editor welcomes input, photos and articles from
Chapter 168 members on topics related to sport
aviation. It is preferred that submissions be made on
floppy disk (3 1/2"). Disks can be either Macintosh or
MS-DOS based. Hard copies of any article submitted

CLASSIFIE IS

Aviation ads can be
placed by Chapter 168
members free of charge.

Wanted: Fabric covered Left Wing for Aerocoupe.
Call Robert DeMunck at (214) 727-3026.
Wanted: I'm looking for a Tailwind, flying and
ready to go. $10,000 or less(?). Small engine is
fine. Call Johnnie Eskue at (214) 661-6343 work or
(214) 231-5217 home.
Sell or Trade: Lot on Harbor Point airport
(on Cedar Creek Lake, 2000' hard surface runway).
Need parts applicable to Hatz CB-1. Call Ed Olsen
at (214) 784-8309 home or (214) 782-8361 work.
Wanted: Need enclosed hangar for C-172.
Not looking for shop space, just a hangar. Call
Steve Horn, W:(214) 351-3571 or H:(214) 350-8703.
For Sale: RANS S-9. 80 hrs. TTE&A, 503 Rotax,
3-blade ground adj. IVOprop, inverted fuel, notchback canopy, built by RANS as factory demonstrator,
blue & white poly paint. Airplane in Oklahoma.
$12,000, (609) 927-0659 or (405) 776-2561.

EG---GS
We would like to make you aware that as always, in past,
present, and future, any communication issued by
Experimental Aircraft Association, Chapter 168, Inc.,
regardless of the form, format, and/or media used which
includes, but is not limited to Hangar Echoes and audio/
video recordings is presented only in the light of a clearing
house of ideas, opinions, and personal experience accounts.
Anyone using ideas, opinions, information, etc., does so at
their own discretion and risk. Therefore, no responsibility
or liability is expressed or implied and you are without
recourse to anyone. Any event announced and/or listed _
herein is done so as a matter of information only and does
not constitute approval, sponsorship, involvement, control
or direction of any event (this includes Oshkosh).
Please read, listen, enjoy, and be careful out there.

must accompany each disk. Handwritten articles are
also welcome.
Steve Horn can be contacted during the day at
(214) 351-3571 or in the evening at (214) 350-8703.
He has his FAX machine on 24 hrs. a day at (214)
351-0763.
Those wishing to send in articles or other information for publication in Hangar Echoes may send to:
Steve Horn Design, Inc.
2351 W. Northwest Hwy. Suite 2140
Dallas, Texas 75220

Hangars For Rent at Lavon North Airport.
(214) 736-6000 Dallas Metro 734-9411
2-large Strong Port A Port Hangars
for a Twin/Single or 1 or 2 Ultralights$80+$10 per Aircraft in Hangar.
1-Port A Port
for Single or Ultralight$70+$10 per Aircraft in Hangar.
For Sale: Quicksilver Sport 2 place, Rotax 503
with dual carbs. Fabric good condition, pink UV
coated. Tach, Dual CHT, Altimeter, Airspeed, EGT,
3 axis, Second Chantz Chute, Pod with windshield,
deluxe Thoran Suspension System and 13 inch
Tundra Tires (large), 3 blade lvo Propeller, Exhaust
Silencer. (Discountsd Training Available) Max. pilot
weight 400 pounds. Photos available. $7995.00
(214) 736-6000 Dallas Metro 734-9411.
For Sale: Hummel Bird Plans. Both Bill Spring
and Morry Hummel 6 hour construction video. $21 O
value for only $120. John Wester: 214-423-8195.
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